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Abstract: In order to further improve the power and fuel economy of hybrid vehicles, this paper
proposes a method of hybrid vehicle powertrain matching by combining orthogonal tests with
Cruise software, supplemented by the control strategy formulation of critical components of the
whole vehicle on the MATLAB/Simulink platform. Considering the influence of vehicle engine,
electric motor, battery and overall mass on the powertrain design, the L9(34)-type orthogonal table is
selected for the orthogonal test design. After verifying the feasibility and accuracy of each design
solution of the powertrain, the different design solutions are simulated for power and economic
performance. Finally, the best performance indicators of the vehicle are as follows: the maximum
speed is 183.35 km/h, the 0–100 km/h acceleration time is 6.87 s, and the maximum degree of
climbing is 39.65 percent. The fuel consumption of 100 km is 3.47 L. The optimal solution was
compared with the third-generation Harvard H6 and AITO M5 in terms of fuel saving and emission
reduction, and it was found that for every 15,000 km driven, it is expected to save 469.5 L of fuel
and 109.5 L of CO2, respectively, which can reduce fuel use and emission by about 1051.21 kg and
245.17 kg CO2, respectively. This simulation experiment can reduce the workload of traditional
power system matching. It can provide ideas for power system matching and optimization for Corun
CHS Technology Co., Ltd. (Foshan City, Guangdong Province, China) and offer a certain degree of
reference for hybrid vehicle power system design and simulation.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicle; powertrain; orthogonal experiment; energy conservation and
emission reduction

1. Introduction

The world is currently facing two significant challenges: energy shortages and envi-
ronmental protection. Governments around the world have curbed energy consumption
in 2020, and energy consumption has been significantly reduced. According to statistics,
the global energy supply in 2020 is 584 million EJ, more than 80% of which comes from
non-renewable energy sources [1]. By 2021, global energy consumption increased by 6%
compared to the last year, and carbon equivalent emissions increased by 5.7%, showing a
significant rebound [2]. In recent years, solving the non-renewable energy problem, such
as oil, and lowering the emission of harmful gases, such as CO2, CO, HC, and NOX, have
emerged as two major concerns for the automotive industry [3,4]. In this context, new
energy vehicles have gradually become the mainstream automobile technology by virtue
of features such as energy savings and environmental protection [5,6]. As an important
development direction of new energy vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles have significant
advantages in improving the fuel economy and reducing harmful gas emissions [7,8]. Mild
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hybrid electric cars, strong hybrid electric vehicles, full hybrid electric vehicles, and plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are presently the main hybrid electric vehicle types [9,10].
Among them, compared with traditional hybrid electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles have longer ranges and lower vehicle energy consumption, which is the critical
technology for achieving sustainable mobility [11–13].

The extended-range electric vehicle (EREV), which is close to a pure electric vehi-
cle [14], has been improved based on the traditional hybrid electric vehicle, which is a
significant model of the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) [10]. At the same time, it
increases the driving range of the car compared to that of traditional pure electric vehicles,
reduces fuel consumption by about 5–20% compared to conventional fuel vehicles, reduces
emissions by about 60% over the entire life cycle, and can reduce costs by about 20% [15–17],
which has become a hot spot in the industry recently. The ERHV powertrain currently
faces three main challenges. Improving the overall energy utilization and reducing the
emission of harmful substances is a significant challenge for the current extended program
of electric vehicles. The energy management of EVs directly affects the fuel economy and
power performance of the vehicle, and is essentially a power distribution problem between
the engine and the battery, a key technology for vehicle development. The primary energy
management control strategies for EVs can be divided into rule-based control strategies,
fuzzy control strategies and optimization algorithm control strategies. At present, the most
effective energy management control strategy to improve fuel efficiency and reduce EREV
emissions is the optimization algorithm control strategy, which mainly seeks the optimal
solution by optimizing the dynamic characteristics of state information such as electric
SOC, drives motor power and engine power, nonlinear characteristics, and time-varying
characteristics [18]. Secondly, how to make a reasonable matching design for the whole
vehicle is also a big challenge. In any case, the engine can only provide power for the
drive motor through the drive generator. It cannot drive the vehicle directly, so the electric
motor power is usually larger than the engine power in EREV. The drive motor of the
add-on electric vehicle has the characteristics of frequent starting, wide speed range, high
torque at low speed, high power output at high speed, etc. Additionally, to meet high
reliability requirements, and the requirements of a long life, small size, lightweight, low
price and high efficiency, currently, structural optimization (the selection of an efficient
motor structure and circuit system structure, etc.) and material optimization are mainly
adopted to improve the drive motor’s performance to meet the vehicle’s performance
requirements [19].The traction motors of new energy vehicles mainly include direct current
motors (DCM), induction motors (IM), permanent magnet motors (PMM) and switched
reluctance motors (SRM), for the selection of electric vehicle motors, mainly from the power
requirements, efficiency and effectiveness, weight and volume, as well as cost and reliability,
etc. Currently, the two common ones used in the cars on the market are induction motors
and permanent magnet motors. IM has the characteristics of a simple and sturdy structure,
low cost, high reliability, low torque pulsation, low noise, maintenance-free, etc., and
has been studied by many scholars [20,21]. The current harmonic control, high-efficiency
control and limited working condition load torque capability of permanent magnet motor
drive system are the critical technology for the development of electric drive systems in
construction machinery and other fields, which directly affects the operation performance
of an electric drive system, so it has important theoretical significance and engineering
use value to improve the current, operation efficiency and maximum output torque of
permanent magnet motor drive systems. Finally, the power battery, as the most critical
component, runs through the whole process of EREV work, but battery safety problems
occur frequently, so to protect the safety of the passengers, improving the security and
stability of the battery has also become a significant challenge [22].

A large number of scholars have conducted research in order to improve the compre-
hensive performance and matching applications of power system components. Camargos,
P.H et al. [23] designed an induction motor for the electric propulsion system of light
electric vehicles, and through the dynamic simulation of an IM (induction motor), PM-A
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(permanent magnet motor-A), and PM-B three types of motors in the Advisor software, the
results show that the IM had a higher starting torque, and the comprehensive performance
of IM was better than that of PM-A and PM-B in the analyzed driving cycles. There is
usually vibration noise caused by fluctuations when the motor is running [24]. In order
to alleviate this problem, Bilgin. B et al. [25] proposed a method to actively control the
phase current, effectively reduce the torque ripple and acoustic noise of SRM, and gave a
design scheme for SRM drive motors for hybrid vehicles. However, IM control circuits are
complex and have relatively low efficiency and power density compared to PMSM, making
the research and use of PMSM more promising than that of the IM. Sayed, E. et al. [26]
proposes an alternative unskewed IPMSM (interior permanent magnet synchronous mo-
tor) to a benchmark skewed traction motor. The proposed motor uses the same stator
winding and rotor topologies as the benchmark motor does with the same magnet vol-
ume. The results show that the design has obvious advantages in terms of the average
torque, torque ripple, cogging torque, and efficiency compared to those properties of the
benchmark motor. Yang et al. [27] compared the design of three different IPMSM rotor
topologies of delta shape, double V shape, and single V shape, and applied them to real
vehicles for testing, through the comprehensive evaluation of motor performance, torque
isolation, demagnetization, mechanical stress, and radial force; the results show that the
comprehensive performance of the single V structure is the best, which is an important
structure for the design of embedded permanent magnet synchronous motors in future
electric vehicles. Secondly, the engine kinetic energy of EREV needs to be converted to
provide power for the motor. In the process of power transmission, due to the loss in energy
conversion, the energy utilization rate is reduced [28]. Consequently, enhancing overall
energy efficiency and lowering hazardous gas emissions have emerged as another signifi-
cant challenge [29]. Dong et al. [30] comprehensively summarized the smart grid-based
technologies to improve the energy management measurements of hybrid electric vehicles,
providing a development direction for the utilization of efficient energy management in
HEVs. Robuschi. N et al. [31] designed an iterative algorithm to quickly calculate the
energy management strategy of hybrid vehicle minimum fuel, and verified the effective-
ness of the method by comparing its solution with the globally optimal one obtained by
solving the mixed-integer linear program and with the one resulting from the implementa-
tion of the optimal strategies in a high-fidelity nonlinear simulator. In order to improve
the fuel economy performance of hybrid electric vehicles, Pei, H et al. [32] used a novel
hierarchical topology graph approach for the automated modeling of the kinematics and
dynamics of hybrid systems, and proposed methods for the isomorphic identification and
pattern classification of hybrid systems, which improved the fuel efficiency of automobiles.
Hu, J. et al. [33] proposed a novel method for the design and analysis of hybrid electric vehi-
cle powertrain configurations. By considering the engine efficiency, the conversion energy
loss, and the mechanical transmission efficiency, a single-mode configuration was designed
and integrated, which guarantees engine efficiency, improves electrical machine efficiency,
and ensures the occurrence of less conversion energy losses. Hwang, H.Y. et al. [34] studied
the problem of real-time optimal control to improve the fuel consumption of power split
hybrid electric vehicles. Particle swarm optimization was implemented to reduce fuel
consumption and realize real-time fuel optimization control. Finally, as the most critical
component, the power battery runs through the whole process of EREV work, but battery
safety problems occur frequently. Therefore, ensuring the safety of both operators and
passengers, and enhancing the safety and stability of the battery have emerged as signifi-
cant challenges [22,35]. Xu et al. [36], aiming at determining the important factors affecting
battery safety, proposed the concept of the power battery system performance matrix,
which includes the parameters of SOC, SOH, the status of consistency, and temperature.
State space expression was studied and used for the expression of the performance matrix.
Through cyclic charge and discharge experiments on lithium-ion batteries, the results show
that the performance matrix based on state space can well describe the dynamic changes of
battery system status and improve the battery safety monitoring ability. In order to reduce
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the temperature difference of the power battery used in electric vehicles and improve safety
performance, Min [37] and others established a liquid cooled battery module based on
a micro-channel corrugated flat tube according to the heat dissipation characteristics of
the cylindrical power battery. The results show that the heat dissipation efficiency of the
liquid-cooled structure can be improved and the temperature distribution uniformity of
the battery pack can be improved by increasing the contact angle of the corrugated flat
tube. Pan et al. [38] designed a parallel multi-channel liquid cooling plate, established a
three-dimensional thermal model of the battery module and the liquid cooling plate, and
analyzed the effects of the thickness of the cooling plate, the thickness of the cooling pipe,
the number of channels and the coolant mass flow on the cooling performance of the battery
module after the influence; the four factors were optimized by orthogonal experiments,
and the optimized results showed that the maximum temperature control and temperature
uniformity of the liquid-cooled battery module was significantly enhanced. In summary,
researchers are developing individual components of the powertrain, which does not allow
for a good match between the various components of the vehicle. Therefore, this paper
proposes a hybrid vehicle powertrain matching method by combining orthogonal tests with
Cruise software, supplemented by the control strategy formulation of critical components
of the whole vehicle on the MATLAB/Simulink platform, which can reduce the traditional
powertrain matching workload.

In this paper, by utilizing Cruise software version 2021, firstly, combined with the
vehicle information and simulation requirements provided by Corun CHS Technology Co.,
Ltd. (Foshan, China), the design of the hybrid electric vehicle powertrain is modeled and
each performance is simulated; secondly, Cruise software version 2021 simulation analysis
can be performed to better utilize the software to automatically optimize the dynamic
system components that meet the required parameters, thus reducing the workload and
error rate of powertrain parameter matching; thirdly, through simulation analysis and
comparison, the rationality of the parameters of the powertrain is judged, which provides
a basis for the design and optimization of the vehicle powertrain; finally, the feasibility of
the optimized design scheme and results is verified. Through this simulation experiment, a
certain amount of work can be reduced for Corun CHS Technology Co., Ltd. in powertrain
matching and performance optimization. The overall structure of this paper is shown
in Figure 1.
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2. Design of Hybrid Vehicle Powertrain

The design of a hybrid vehicle powertrain mainly includes the design of the engine,
driving motor, and power battery [39]. Next, we carry out the design from two aspects: the
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design of the whole vehicle parameters and performance indicators of the hybrid vehicle,
and the parameter matching of each powertrain module of the hybrid vehicle.

2.1. Design of Vehicle Parameters and Performance Indexes of Hybrid Vehicles

This paper is based on AVL Cruise simulation software to design and simulate a hybrid
system for a common family mobile vehicle through the study of some basic parameters
of the more typical hybrid models on the market as a basis, and finally selecting 2021
Li ONE, SERES SF5, 2022 AITO M5, Chevrolet Volt, BYD-Tang DM and Buick VELITE
as the reference models for this article. The basic parameters of these six vehicles were
then compared and analyzed, and their average parameters were selected to modify the
vehicle shape parameters (length × width × height), tire parameters and other essential
parameters that have little impact on the vehicle’s power performance and economy,
taking into account the actual situation. The basic parameters of the whole vehicle for this
simulation are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Vehicle parameters of hybrid electric vehicle.

Parameters Numerical Value

Long × wide × high (mm) 4900 × 1850 × 1500
Curb weight, M1 (kg) 1450/1550/1650
Gross Weight, M2 (kg) 1900/2000/2100

Wheelbase, L (mm) 2712
Gas tank volume (L) 50

Windward area, A (m2) 3.2
Air drag coefficient 0.28

Rolling resistance coefficient 0.009
Tire specifications 245/45 R18

Rolling radius (mm) 338.85
Drive form front-wheel drive

Center of gravity ground clearance (mm) 132
Drivetrain efficiency, η 0.96

Final driver ratio 7.3

According to the provisions of relevant national standards [40,41] a vehicle’s dynamic
performance refers to the maximum speed, maximum climbing gradient, 0–100 km/h
acceleration time, etc., when the vehicle is running on a good road. In addition, the
energy-saving effect of the vehicle, the endurance mileage in a pure electric state, and other
economic performance must be studied together with the vehicle’s dynamic performance.

Through the above task indicators, we can analyze the performance of the automotive
powertrain, and check whether or not the parameter matching of various components of the
automotive powertrain and the design scheme achieve the expected goals. Referring to the
parameters and performance indicators of various components of common hybrid electric
vehicles in the market, the requirements for each performance index in this experiment are
determined as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Vehicle performance index of a hybrid electric vehicle.

Type Performance Index Numerical Value

Power performance Maximum speed (km/h) ≥170
0–100 km/h acceleration time (s) ≤8
Maximum degree of climbing (%) ≥30

Economic performance Fuel Consumption of 100 km (L) ≤5
Pure electric cruising range (km) ≥60

Power consumption per 100 km of pure
electricity (kWh) ≤15
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2.2. Parameter Matching of Each Powertrain Module of Hybrid Electric Vehicle
2.2.1. Matching Design of Drive Motor Parameters

In EREV vehicles, only the electric motor drives the vehicle, so the selection and
parameter matching of the drive motor is directly related to the power performance of the
vehicle. The motor’s maximum power must be consistent with the battery performance
of the car and the power required for the maximum speed and climbing. Otherwise, it
will affect the car’s overall performance if it is too large or too small. In this paper, the
permanent magnet synchronous motor is selected, which has high efficiency, reduces the
current output and improves the power factor, thereby reducing the line loss and saving
the cost. The relationship between the rotational speed of the ERHV motor and the vehicle
speed is as follows [42]:

n0 =
v0i0

0.377r
(1)

In Formula (1), v0 represents the vehicle speed, i0 represents the main reduction
ratio, and r represents the wheel rolling radius. The power of the EREV motor satisfies
the following:

PηT =
mg f v
3600

+
mgiv
3600

+
CD Av3

76, 140
+

δmv
3600

∗ dv
dt

(2)

In Formula (2), P represents the total power; f represents the rolling resistance coeffi-
cient; CD represents the air resistance coefficient; δ represents the rotation mass conversion
factor; i indicates the climbing gradient; ηT indicates the efficiency of the transmission
system; v represents the vehicle speed; A represents the windward area. The ratio of peak
power to the rated power of the motor is as follows:

λ =
P0

Pm
(3)

In Formula (3), λ represents the motor overload coefficient, which is generally 1.2~1.3, and
the calculation between the speed, power, and torque of the motor is shown in Formula (4):

P0 =
T0n0

9550
(4)

According to the performance requirements of the experimental vehicle, the maximum
speed of the driving motor is 15,000 rpm, the maximum torque is 234 Nm, the voltage of
the motor is 336 V, and the power of the driving motor is 172 kW, 176 kW, and 180 kW as a
research variable in this experiment.

2.2.2. Power Battery Parameter Matching Design

The power battery is the power source for EREV vehicles to drive. The capacity of the
power battery must not only meet the required power of the driving motor but also meet
the energy requirements of the designed pure electric driving range.

At present, there are three main types of batteries on the market: lead–acid batteries,
nickel–hydrogen batteries, and lithium batteries [43], as shown in Table 3 [44,45]:

Table 3. Common power battery types and performance.

Parameter Name Lead-Acid Battery Ni-MH Battery Lithium-Ion Battery

Unit nominal voltage (V) 1.5–2.4 1.2 3.2–3.8
Nominal voltage (V) 6 343 350

Specific power (W/kg) 200–450 800–1350 1200–2000
Specific energy (W·h/kg) 30–50 50–80 90–200

Efficiency (%) 70–90 50–80 80–95
Cycle life (Times) 400–800 600–1000 500–2000
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Based on the comprehensive analysis of the above battery performance, the choice of
a lithium battery is more in line with automobile power and economy requirements.

Due to the consideration of the peak power of the drive motor, the maximum charging
and discharging power of the power battery must satisfy the following relationship [46]:

Pmax _discharge >
Pmax _motor

ηm
+ Pa (5)

Pmax _charge > Pmax _morgen (6)

In Equations (5) and (6), Pmax _discharge and Pmax _charge represent the maximum dis-
charge and charge power of the battery, respectively; Pmax _motor represents the maximum
driving power of the motor; ηm represents the motor efficiency; Pa represents the average
power of the motor accessories; Pmax _morgen represents the maximum power generated by
the motor.

Considering the cruising range in pure electric mode, the energy, Eb, of the battery
pack should satisfy:

Eb ≥
mg f + CD AVa

2

21.15
3600× DODηtηmηb(1− ηa)

× S (7)

In Formula (7), Va represents the cruising vehicle speed, DOD represents the depth of
discharge, ηt represents the transmission efficiency, ηa represents the energy consumption
ratio of accessories, ηb represents the discharge efficiency, and S stands for pure electric
cruising range. According to Formula (8), the relationship between the capacity, CE, of the
battery pack, the energy, Eb, of the battery pack, and the voltage, UE, of the battery pack is
as follows:

CE =
1000Eb

UE
(8)

The capacity of the battery pack is expressed as

CE ≥
mg f + CD AVa

2

21.15
3.6× DODηtηmηb(1− ηa)UE

× S (9)

Since the voltage of the power battery is related to the maximum power of the driving
motor, the larger the latter, the higher the battery’s voltage. Considering the motor parame-
ters selected in Section 2.2.1, the selected battery voltage is 336 V. Since the battery capacity
is one of the influencing factors, the monomer capacity selects 40 Ah, 50 Ah, and 60 Ah as
the research variables. Table 4 shows the basic parameters of the battery

Table 4. Basic battery parameters.

Parameter Name Parameter Values

Battery type Li(NiCoMn)O2
Unit nominal voltage (V) 3.65

Unit voltage range (V) 2.5–4.2
Number of concatenated sections 92
Battery pack nominal voltage (V) 336

2.2.3. Parameter Matching Design of Range Extender

The range extender is formed by the series coupling of the engine and the generator.
After the vehicle has been driven for a period of time, the range extender will open when
the battery SOC reaches the lower limit. When the battery energy is insufficient, the range
extender should ensure the vehicle’s normal driving and charge the battery with the excess
energy. Its parameter matching determines the vehicle’s driving range and fuel economy.
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Considering that the engine does not need to run all the time in a hybrid vehicle,
but needs to maintain the best working performance for a long time, combined with the
characteristics of shock resistance and wear resistance of the engine, a 4-stroke inline
4-cylinder turbocharged gasoline engine is selected.

For extended-range hybrid vehicles, the output power of the engine needs to ensure
that the vehicle is at the maximum speed, vmax, and that the engine can run normally. At
this time, the vehicle is in the engine driving and charging mode, and the output power of
the engine should satisfy the following relationship [47]:

Pe1 =
1

ηtηmηg

(
mαg f
3600

vmax +
CD A

76, 140
vmax

3
)

(10)

In Formula (10), Pe1 represents the output power of the engine; ηt represents the
transmission efficiency; ηg represents the working efficiency of the generator; mα represents
the vehicle mass.

Considering that under actual operating conditions, the engine also needs to provide
onboard accessory power, Pacc, climbing power, Pi, and charging power, Pb, the output
power, Pe, of the engine should be expressed as follows [48]:

Pe = Pe1 + Pacc + Pi + Pb (11)

Hence, the generator power is:

Pg =
Pe

ηg
(12)

Because the dynamic performance and economic performance of the whole vehicle are
to be studied, the engine’s power should be selected to be as small as possible to satisfying
the dynamic performance of the whole vehicle, which can make the economic performance
of the vehicle better. Combined with some common engine power, the engine’s power is
initially selected as 95 kW, 113 kW, and 125 kW as three alternatives.

3. Modeling of Extended-Range Hybrid Vehicles Based on Cruise and Simulink
3.1. Establishment of the Vehicle Model Based on Cruise

The vehicle modeling process based on Cruise is shown in Figure 2. Using Cruise, the
parameters of extended-range hybrid electric vehicles are input to each module according
to the selected vehicle type to complete the parameter import of vehicle components.
According to the basic structure and power transmission route of the vehicle, the input
and output of the module are connected to establish the simulation data flow in the
vehicle model.
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The vehicle model based on Cruise is shown in Figure 3. Differently from the tradi-
tional fuel vehicle, the model diagram has more modules such as a motor, power battery,
MATLAB DLL control unit, etc.
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3.2. Design of Vehicle Control Strategy Based on Simulink

The control strategy of the whole vehicle model is designed by using
MATLAB/Simulink software [49], and MATLAB DLL in cruise software is used as its
interface module to coordinate the driving of the whole vehicle and realize the reasonable
distribution of energy.

3.2.1. Control Strategy Design of Power Generation System

This module mainly controls when the power generation system composed of the
engine and the generator is started and when it is turned off, and what kind of power is
used to generate electricity after it is started. The overall control strategy and input and
output signals are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

As shown in Figure 5, since the data type of the Cruise software is double, the input
and output data types are both selected as double to make the data between the two
softwares compatible. However, the engine and generator are mechanically connected,
and their rotational speeds are equal, so the control of generator power can be seen in
Formula (5). The generator power can be controlled only by controlling the rotational speed
of the engine and the torque of the generator. The control strategy of the power generation
system, that is, the Generator Control System part of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 6.
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The power generation system decides whether to start or not according to the SOC
value of the battery. For different SOC values, the working mode of the power generation
system will also be different. The working mode is shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, the process of selecting the state in the figure is shown and needs to be
analyzed from the SOC of the battery, as shown in Figure 8.

State = 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the engine not generating electricity, generating
electricity at low power, generating electricity at medium power, and generating electricity
at high power. It can be seen from Figure 8 that when SOC > 80, the power generation
system state = 1 means that the engine does not start and is completely driven by the battery
power supply. When SOC ≤ 75, state = 2 means that the battery power is low, reaching
the starting point of the engine. The power generation system supplies power with low
power generation, but the generated power at this time is less than the required power of
the vehicle, so the value of SOC continues to decrease; when SOC ≤ 60, state = 3 means
that the power generation system generates power with medium power. If the required
power of the whole vehicle can be met, the SOC value will be increased by charging the
battery. When SOC > 70, it will be changed to state = 2. However, if the required power
cannot be met, the SOC will continue to decrease until SOC ≤ 30. State = 4 means that the
power generation system generates high power to charge the battery, and state = 3 when
SOC > 60.
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3.2.2. Design of Control Strategy for the Drive System

(1) The Overall Control Strategy of the Motor

This strategy mainly controls the driving motor, how much torque it outputs during
operation and how much negative torque it outputs during power generation [50], and
how much mechanical pressure the brake pad needs to output when the automatic braking
cannot be met. The overall control strategy and input and output signals are shown
in Figure 9.
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(2) Energy recovery control strategy

As shown in Figure 10, this module mainly limits the speed, SOC, and whether or not
the brake pedal is pressed down; when the speed is minimal, the motor is in a low-speed
state. In order to ensure the safety of the motor, braking energy recovery is not carried
out when the vehicle speed is less than 3 km/h. When the SOC value of the battery is too
high, charging the battery will cause overcharging and reduce the battery’s service life.
Therefore, no braking energy recovery will occur when the SOC value exceeds 95%. Brake
energy recovery is not performed when the brake pedal is not pressed.
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(3) Analysis of the brake pedal

The pressure signal of the brake pedal is transformed into the brake torque signal
of the motor. In Figure 11, the maximum brake pressure is 25 bar, and the demand
pressure/maximum pressure× −100 is obtained as a demand percentage of brake recovery
to control the negative torque output of the motor.
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(4) Output of brake pedal pressure

The brake pedal output control is shown in Figure 12. The output of the brake pedal
also depends on whether or not the brake is pressed. If the brake pedal is pressed, it will
output normally. If it is not pressed, it will output 0 bar pressure. As the pedal has a
25% empty stroke when the pedal is depressed by 0–25%, the output pressure is 0 bar, and
when the pedal is depressed by 25.1%, the output pressure is 0.1 bar. The output pressure
is 5 bar when 100% is depressed.
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3.3. Setting Calculation Tasks

Simulation tasks are set up as required to analyze whether or not the vehicle’s dynamic
performance and economic performance meet the expected goals and the rationality of
component selection and parameter matching according to the simulation results, which
can be used as the basis for optimizing the powertrain. According to the requirements of
simulation, the following tasks are set in this paper:
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(1) NEDC (new European driving cycle) driving cycle task. Under this task, the fuel con-
sumption for 100 km, the power consumption, the endurance mileage of
100 km when driving with pure electricity, the maximum endurance mileage, and the
emissions of HC, Co, NOX, and other harmful gases are calculated and whether or
not they meet the expected objectives is verified;

(2) The task of running performance at full load, measuring the maximum speed of the
car under full load, and the acceleration performance of 50–80 km/h, to analyze
whether or not the acceleration performance of the car reaches the target;

(3) The acceleration time task of vehicle speed is from 0 to 100 km/h, and whether or not
the starting acceleration performance of the vehicle meets the expectation is analyzed;

(4) The task of maximum gradeability, according to the gradeability of the car at the max-
imum power output, which is carried out to analyze whether or not the gradeability
of the car reaches the target;

(5) For cruising at a speed of 120 km/h, whether or not the vehicle’s performance,
i.e., fuel consumption and cruising speed, reaches the expected target at this speed
is measured.

3.4. Selection of NEDC Working Conditions

This experiment simulates a passenger car. According to the convention that NEDC
cycle conditions are mostly chosen for Chinese passenger cars, the NEDC driving cycle
is also chosen for this simulation experiment. Table 5 shows the basic parameters of the
NEDC driving cycle; Figure 13 shows the operation curve of the NEDC driving cycle.

Table 5. Basic parameters of NEDC cycle conditions.

Parameter Name Parameter Values

time per cycle (s) 1180
maximum speed (km/h) 120

average speed (km/h) 24.5
operating range (km) 10.924

average acceleration (m/s2) 1.2
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The cycle condition of NEDC_aut in the Cycle Run/Profile condition module library
of Cruise is selected, and the changing curve of the real-time vehicle speed, gear status,
maximum and minimum speed, shift time, and other data will be reflected on the condition
map as the driving time changes.

4. Analysis of Simulation Results Based on Orthogonal Experiments

Mathematical statistics and normalized orthogonal tables are utilized in the hybrid
powertrain orthogonal experiment to design the experimental plan properly according to
the experimental conditions. Among all the schemes, nine groups of the most representative
schemes are selected. The experimental results of these schemes are analyzed using the
orthogonal table to determine or re-match the optimal scheme. The range method can
also be used to compare the degree of influence of each influencing factor on the target
performance [51,52].

4.1. Determination of Optimal Scheme

Since this experiment explores the power and economy of the powertrain, according
to the selection and parameter matching of various components of the powertrain in
Section 2.2, four influencing factors of vehicle weight, engine power, generator power, and
battery capacity are determined. Three levels are selected for each factor to conduct the
L9 (34) orthogonal experiment. The data are shown in Table 6 below:

Table 6. Influencing factors and horizontal parameters.

Level Battery Capacity (Ah) Motor Power (kW) Engine Power (kW) Curb Weight (kg)

1 40 172 102 1450
2 50 176 113 1550
3 60 180 125 1650

According to the data in Table 6, the control strategy established in Section 3.2 and
the selected NEDC working conditions, the parameters of several typical combinations are
input to the vehicle model in Section 3.1 for simulation experiments. The simulation results
are summarized as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Summary of simulation results of power and economy.

Serial
Number

Fuel
Consumption
of 100 km (L)

0–100 km/h
Acceleration

Time (s)

Maximum
Speed (km/h)

Maximum
Degree of

Climbing (%)

Pure Electric
Cruising

Range (km)

Maximum
Cruising Range

(km)

1 3.8 5.99 183.542 41.33 79.036 1377.5
2 3.91 6.3 183.605 39.88 76.979 1351.158
3 3.99 6.59 183.235 38.6 75.552 1330.454
4 2.82 6.82 183.305 36.79 95.460 1349.233
5 2.63 5.89 183.256 42.37 97.639 1393.808
6 2.72 6.19 183.437 40.86 96.734 1372.406
7 2.07 6.41 183.724 38.92 116.800 1392.204
8 2.15 6.71 183.462 37.69 114.510 1363.464
9 2.04 5.79 183.365 43.43 118.250 1414.885

For orthogonal experiments with multiple indicators, the corresponding indicators are
usually converted into their membership degrees in the comprehensive scoring method:

Mi =
Xi − Xmin

Xmax − Xmin
(13)
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In Formula (13), Mi represents the index membership degree, Xi represents the index
value, Xmin represents the minimum value of the index, and Xmax represents the maximum
value of the index.

The six indicators of the test results are converted into their membership degrees, and
the pros and cons of the indicators are judged according to their subordination. The final
conversion results are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Indicator membership degree.

Serial
Number

Fuel
Consumption
of 100 km (L)

0–100 km/h
Acceleration

Time (s)

Maximum
Speed (km/h)

Maximum
Degree of

Climbing (%)

Pure Electric
Cruising Range

(km)

Maximum
Cruising

Range (km)

1 0.903 0.194 0.628 0.684 0.082 0.557
2 0.959 0.495 0.757 0.465 0.033 0.245
3 1.000 0.777 0.000 0.273 0.000 0.000
4 0.400 1.000 0.143 0.000 0.466 0.222
5 0.303 0.097 0.043 0.840 0.517 0.750
6 0.349 0.388 0.413 0.613 0.496 0.497
7 0.015 0.602 1.000 0.321 0.966 0.731
8 0.056 0.893 0.464 0.136 0.912 0.391
9 0.000 0.000 0.266 1.000 1.000 1.000

A comprehensive scoring method was used to assign weights to each index score.
According to the actual production and use requirements, the fuel consumption of 100 km
and 0–100 km/h acceleration time were each assigned a weight of 0.3, and the maximum
speed, the maximum degree of climbing, the purely electric cruising range and the maxi-
mum cruising range were each assigned a weight of 0.1. The membership degrees of the
calculated results were multiplied by their respective proportions, and then the values of
each group were summed up to obtain the comprehensive score of the program for that
group, as calculated by the following formula. The comprehensive score of each program
was obtained through the calculation, as shown in Table 9.

NCS = 0.3 ∗ (N f c + Nac

)
+0.1 ∗ (N sp + Ndc + Npe + Nc

)
(14)

Table 9. Comprehensive scores for each item.

Serial
Number

Fuel Con-
sumption of
100 km (L)

0–100 km/h
Acceleration

Time
(s)

Maximum
Speed
(km/h)

Maximum
Degree of
Climbing

(%)

Pure Electric
Cruising

Range
(km)

Maximum
Cruising

Range
(km)

Comprehensive
Score

1 0.271 0.058 0.063 0.068 0.008 0.056 0.524
2 0.288 0.149 0.076 0.047 0.003 0.025 0.588
3 0.300 0.233 0.000 0.027 0.000 0.000 0.560
4 0.120 0.300 0.014 0.000 0.047 0.022 0.503
5 0.091 0.029 0.004 0.084 0.052 0.075 0.335
6 0.105 0.116 0.041 0.061 0.050 0.050 0.423
7 0.005 0.180 0.100 0.032 0.100 0.073 0.490
8 0.017 0.268 0.046 0.014 0.046 0.039 0.430
9 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.100 0.027 0.100 0.254

In Formula (14), NCS represents the the comprehensive score, N f c represents the fuel
consumption per 100 km, Nac represents the 0–100 km/h acceleration time, Nsp represents
the maximum speed, Ndc represents the maximum degree of climbing, Npe represents the
pure electric cruising range, and Nc represents the maximum cruising range.

Then, the range method is used to optimize the parameters. Taking the battery as an
example, there are three groups of experiments at level 1 below it. As group K1, level 2 and
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level 3 are K2 and K3 in turn. The corresponding comprehensive scores of each group are
added and filled in in K1, K2, and K3 in Table 10, the range value, R, of the three groups is
calculated and the size is compared.

Table 10. Experimental results.

Serial Number Battery Capacity
(Ah)

Motor Power
(kW)

Engine Power
(kW)

Curb Weight
(kg)

Comprehensive
Score

1 1 1 1 1 0.524
2 1 2 2 2 0.588
3 1 3 3 3 0.560
4 2 1 2 3 0.503
5 2 2 3 1 0.335
6 2 3 1 2 0.423
7 3 1 3 2 0.490
8 3 2 1 3 0.430
9 3 3 2 1 0.254

K1 1.672 1.517 1.377 1.113
K2 1.261 1.353 1.345 1.501
K3 1.174 1.237 1.385 1.493

Range, R 0.498 0.280 0.040 0.388

The range, R, reflects the influence of various factors on the target performance. It can
be seen from Table 10 that the influence of the four elements is in descending order: battery
capacity > curb weight > motor power > engine power.

From the value of K in each influencing factor, the most reasonable level of each com-
ponent can also be found. From the value of K in Table 10, combined with the parameters in
Table 6, it can be concluded that the optimal group has a vehicle weight of 1550 kg, engine
power of 125 kW, motor power of 172 kW, and battery capacity of 40 Ah.

4.2. Analysis of the Simulation Results of the Optimal Scheme

Since the optimal dynamic system scheme is not in the nine sets of experiments in the
above-mentioned orthogonal experiments, it is necessary to use the optimal powertrain
scheme for secondary simulation calculation to obtain specific power and economic indi-
cators. The optimal solution is substituted into the model and the tasks in Section 3.3 are
stimulated. The performance results obtained are shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Output results of the preferred solution.

Performance Index Numerical Value

Maximum speed (km/h) 183.35
0–100 km/h acceleration time (s) 6.87
50–80 km/h acceleration time (s) 2.42
Maximum degree of climbing (%) 39.65
Fuel Consumption of 100 km (L) 3.47
Pure electric cruising range (km) 83.59

Power consumption per 100 km of pure
electricity (kWh) 12.19

Maximum cruising range (km) 1469.18
Fuel consumption at 120 km/h (L) 6.05

CO emission (g/km) 2.72
HC emission (g/km) 0.34

NOX emission (g/km) 1.66

A diagram of the energy and energy flow generated by the vehicle under the NEDC
driving cycle is shown in Figure 14. As can be seen from the figure, under the NEDC driving
cycle condition, the engine generates 83.27% of the energy, and the battery generates
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16.73% of the energy. However, the energy utilization rate of the whole vehicle is low.
Briefly, 48.84% of the energy consumption goes to the engine, 20% to 30% of the energy
consumption goes to the mechanical loss of the motor, and less than 25% of the energy can
be effectively used.

4.2.1. Analysis of Economic Performance Simulation Results

Due to the shortage of petroleum resources, improving the economic performance
of automobiles is a problem that needs to be solved at present [53]. The most significant
advantage of gasoline–electric hybrid vehicles is that fuel consumption is relatively low, so
the economic analysis of hybrid vehicles is critical.
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In most cases, the fuel consumption per 100 km under the cycle condition is taken as
the evaluation index of the vehicle’s economic performance, and the simulation analysis of
the economic performance is carried out under the NEDC driving cycle. The simulation
results of the economic performance are shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Simulation results of the economic performance of gasoline–electric hybrid vehicles.

Performance Index Design Requirements Simulation Results

Fuel Consumption of 100 km (L) ≤5 3.47
Power consumption 100 km of pure electricity (kWh) ≤15 12.19

According to the simulation results of the economic performance and emission charac-
teristics of the hybrid electric vehicle in Table 9, it can be seen that the design of the hybrid
electric vehicle powertrain selection and parameter matching design is reasonable, and can
meet the design index requirements in Section 2.1.

The speed following the curve of the hybrid electric vehicle is shown in Figure 15. It
can be seen from the figure that the actual simulated speed curve of the hybrid electric
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vehicle is basically consistent with the expected speed, indicating that the vehicle model
can respond quickly to the speed change of the simulation conditions. That is, the model
has good followability for the simulation conditions, and the actual speed curve does not
fluctuate significantly during the simulation process, indicating that the vehicle has a good
ride, thus proving the correctness of the simulation model.
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Figure 16 shows the change curve of the battery voltage, current, electric quantity,
and SOC with time. The initial value of SOC is set to 80%. During the operation of the
power battery, the SOC curve basically does not change much, and the minimum is main-
tained at about 75%. After 1100 s, the SOC rises because the vehicle has energy recovery
during braking.

4.2.2. Analysis of Power Performance Simulation Results

The result of powertrain matching affects the power performance of gasoline–electric
hybrid electric vehicles. Whether or not the gasoline–electric hybrid electric vehicle can
meet the dynamic performance requirements in actual operation is the evaluation stan-
dard of its performance. While studying the vehicle’s economic performance, the basic
requirements of the power performance of the gasoline–electric hybrid vehicle should be
considered, such as the vehicle’s acceleration time of 100 km, the maximum speed, and the
maximum grade. The dynamic simulation results in this paper are shown in Table 13, and
the corresponding simulation curves are shown in Figures 17–19.
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0–100 km/h acceleration time (s) ≤8 6.87
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Figure 17 shows the speed, acceleration, and distance curve changing with time when
the car accelerates from 0–100 km/h. Firstly, it can be seen that the car’s acceleration time
from 0–100 km/h is less than 7 s. Secondly, the acceleration of the car drops slowly before
0–5.4 s. It remains above 4 m/s2, but the downward trend is significantly accelerated
during 5.4 s–6.7 s, because the power of the car remains unchanged during this period.
Only the speed and traction change, while the car’s power, speed, and traction change
within 0–5.4 s.

Figure 18 shows the time-dependent speed, acceleration, and distance curves when
the car reaches the maximum speed. It can be seen that at around 25 s, the car’s speed is
greater than 180 km/h, and at around 35 s, the speed tends to be stable, at about 183 km/h.
In addition, it can be seen that during the car’s acceleration, the car’s acceleration can be
roughly divided into three stages. This is mainly caused by the fact that the permanent
magnet synchronous motor can be divided into three stages in the full speed range. Firstly,
it enters the constant torque zone; at this stage the car acceleration decreases mainly due to
the influence of the car driving resistance, and the change is small. Secondly, it enters the
constant power zone, and the motor torque will keep decreasing with the increase in speed;
at this stage the car acceleration will be influenced by the traction and driving resistance,
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so the car acceleration changes more. With the increasing speed, the motor will enter the
third working section, because the motor operating current will drop extremely quickly
with the increase in speed, so the output power of the motor also appears to drop sharply.
Thus, the torque of the motor will also decrease, so that the car acceleration will have the
third stage of change.

Figure 19 shows a curve of the gradient and speed change. Firstly, we can see that the
instantaneous climbing slope of the car at the beginning of starting is close to 40%, and then
it drops to about 38%. Secondly, the vehicle speed is about 81 km/h, which is the boundary
point, and the climbing degree is about 37.5%. Before this speed, the downward trend of
the climbing slope is small, but after this speed, the downward trend of the climbing slope
significantly increases.

From Table 11 and Figures 17–19, it can be seen that the 0–100 km/h acceleration time
of the hybrid vehicle is 6.87 s, the maximum speed is 183.35 km/h, and the maximum
gradeability is 39.65%. The power performance simulation indicators can meet the initial
requirements. The design requirements further prove the correctness of the selection and
parameter-matching design of the power components of the hybrid vehicle.

4.3. Expected Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction Benefit Analysis

In order to make the designed car have a value closer to the real value, a simulation
analysis of the economy of the whole car under the WLTC driving cycle was carried out
based on the existing model. The specific simulation results are shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Simulation results of the economy under WLTC driving cycle.

Performance Index Numerical Value

Fuel consumption of 100 km (L) 3.79
Pure electric cruising range (km) 15.29

Power consumption 100 km of pure electricity (kWh) 86.09
Maximum cruising range (km) 1194.45

It can be seen from the above simulation results of power performance and economic
performance that all data are in line with the expected goals of power performance and
economic performance, and all performances of the extended-range hybrid electric vehicle
can meet the design requirements. In the following paper, the designed car is compared
with the similar third-generation HAVAL H6 [54] and 2022 AITO M5 standard versions [55]
under different driving cycles for a comparative analysis in terms of fuel saving and
emission reduction. Considered a family car, the average annual driving of the two cars
is 15,000 km, and the period is 10 years, according to GB/T19233-2008 “Measurement
methods of fuel consumption for light-duty vehicles” [56]. Under the NEDC driving cy-
cle, the comprehensive fuel consumption of the third-generation Harvard H6 version is
6.6 L/100 km, and the comprehensive fuel consumption of the 2022 AITO M5 standard
version is 4.2 L/100 km, so the average fuel savings of the cars designed in this paper can
be 3.13 L/100 km and 0.73 L/100 km, respectively. The fuel savings can be 469.50 L and
109.5 L, respectively, in one year, so the cumulative fuel savings in the nth year can be
n × 469.5 L and n × 109.5 L, respectively, in the nth year. Under the WLTC driving cy-
cle, the comprehensive fuel consumption of the third-generation Harvard H6 version is
6.6 L/100 km, and the comprehensive fuel consumption of the 2022 AITO M5 standard
version is 4.2 L/100 km, so the average fuel savings of the cars designed in this paper can
be 3.13 L/100 km and 0.73 L/100 km, respectively, and then the fuel savings can be
469.50 L and 109.5 L, respectively in one year, so the cumulative fuel savings in the
nth year can be n × 469.50 L and n × 109.5 L, respectively, in the nth year. From the
chemical equation,

2C8H18 + 25O2
ignite→ 16CO2 + 18H2O (15)
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it can be seen that burning 1 L of 92 gasoline can produce about 2.239 kg of CO2. Under the
NEDC driving cycle, about 1051.21 kg and 245.17 kg of CO2 can be reduced in one year,
respectively, and then it can reduce by about n× 1051.21 kg and n× 245.17 kg cumulatively
in the nth year. Under the WLTC driving cycle, about 943.74 kg and 137.70 kg of CO2 can
be reduced in one year, respectively, and then it can reduce by about n × 943.74 kg and
n × 137.70 kg cumulatively in the nth year. Figure 20 shows the cumulative fuel savings
and emission reduction graphs for 1–10 years for the compared cars, with (a) the fuel
savings and emission reduction graphs under the NEDC driving cycle and (b) the fuel
savings and emission reduction graphs under the WLTC driving cycle. The orange color
in the graph indicates the fuel saving bar graph and the green color indicates the CO2
reduction dotted line graph.
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5. Conclusions

Taking the extended-range electric vehicle as the research object, in order to im-
prove the dynamics and fuel economy of hybrid vehicles, a method of hybrid vehicle
powertrain matching combining orthogonal tests with Cruise software, supplemented
by the control strategy development of critical components of the whole vehicle on the
MATLAB/Simulink platform, is proposed. The final conclusions are as follows:

(1) Taking several relatively mature hybrid electric vehicles as a reference, the design
scheme is proposed. After the selection of vehicle components, parameter matching,
control strategy design and modeling, orthogonal experiment, and simulation analy-
sis, the powertrain of the designed incremental hybrid electric vehicle is optimized.
Finally, the optimal group scheme is determined as follows: the vehicle weight is
1550 kg, the engine power is 125 kW, the motor power is 176 kW, and the battery
capacity is 40 Ah.

(2) After the simulation and comparative analysis of the above-screened optimal group
schemes, the performance indicators of hybrid electric vehicles are obtained as fol-
lows: the fuel consumption of 100 km is 3.47 L, the 0–100 km/h acceleration time is
6.87 s, the maximum speed is 183.35 km/h, and the maximum climbing is 39.65 per-
cent. The purely electric cruising range is 83.59 km, and the maximum cruising range is
1469.18 km. The performance is better than that of the intended target.

(3) The designed car was compared with the third generation Harvard H6 and AITO M5
in terms of fuel saving and CO2 emission reduction for 1–10 years, and it was found
that the designed car can save 469.50 L and 109.5 L in one year, and can reduce CO2
emissions by 1051.21 kg and 245.17 kg, respectively. In the tenth year, the total fuel
savings will be 4695 L and 1095 L, and the total CO2 reduction will be 10,512.1 kg
and 2451.7 kg.
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The method presented in this paper can significantly reduce the number of experiments
and the cost of prototype vehicle powertrain development, but the research on the whole-
vehicle energy control strategy in this paper is not deep enough, and in-depth research
on this aspect is needed further to improve the dynamics and economy of the simulation.
Second, this paper has no experimental validation of the designed model, whichposes
some limitations.
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Abbreviations

Parameter Representing meaning
M1 Curb weight
M2 Gross weight
n0 Motor speed
v0 Vehicle speed
i0 Main reduction ratio
r Wheel rolling radius
P Total power
ηT Efficiency of the transmission system
mα Vehicle mass
f Rolling resistance coefficient
CD Air resistance coefficient
δ Rotation mass conversion factor
i Climbing gradient
A Windward area
λ Motor overload coefficient
Pm Motor peak power
P0 Motor rated power
Pmax _discharge Battery maximum discharge power
Pmax _charge Battery maximum charging power
Pmax _motor Maximum driving power of the motor
Pmax _morgen Maximum power generated by the motor
ηm Motor efficiency
Eb Battery pack energy
Va Cruising vehicle speed
DOD Depth of discharge
ηt Transmission efficiency
ηa Energy consumption ratio of accessories
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ηb Discharge efficiency
S Pure electric cruising range
CE Battery pack capacity
UE Battery pack voltage
Pe1 Output power of the engine
ηg Working efficiency of the generator
Pacc Power of on-board accessories
Pi Climbing power
Pb Charging power
Pg generator power
Mi Index membership degree
Xmin Minimum value of the index
Xmax Maximum value of the index
NCS Comprehensive score
N f c Fuel consumption of 100 km
Nac 0–100 km/h acceleration time
Nsp Maximum speed
Ndc Maximum degree of climbing
Npe Pure electric cruising range
Nc Maximum cruising range
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